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gettex quotes available worldwide on Bloomberg Terminal
The real-time quotes for gettex can now be accessed on the “Bloomberg
Terminal” as well. “The highest aspiration and duty of a stock exchange is
absolute transparency – this distinguishes it fundamentally from non-exchange
platforms. Our gettex quotes on the Bloomberg Terminal enable the
international comparison of our quotes – comparability that, with our market
maker Baader Bank, we do not shy away from either”, says Jochen Thiel,
Chairman of Bayerische Börse AG.

As many investors and professional traders get informed on the Bloomberg
Terminal, the inclusion of the gettex quotes ensures efficient and high-performance
trading, especially for larger tranches. “With Bloomberg Terminal we are fulfilling a
wish for many of our institutional customers, for whom trading quantities over
18,000 securities (shares, funds, ETFs, bonds and foreign currency bonds) is now
considerably simplified with gettex.”
The gettex model combines the cost advantages of OTC trading with the functional
and legal benefits of a regulated stock exchange: gettex is favourable because
neither commissions nor exchange fees apply. gettex has long trading times from
8am to 10pm, and direct trading per quote request is also possible. Moreover, the
investor can leverage a whole range of attractive order types that are reminiscent of
exchange trading.
gettex is a Bayerische Börse AG stock exchange centre that is equally aimed at priceconscious private investors as it is institutional investors. Neither commissions nor
exchange fees are incurred for all securities on gettex, including certificates through
HVB onemarkets. gettex is a German exchange under public law with trading
surveillance that ensures price quality, investor protection and compliance with

- page 2 exchange regulations – and therefore safeguards trading fairness for all market
participants equally.

About the Bayerische Börse AG
The Bayerische Börse AG operates the Munich Stock Exchange under public law. Since January
2015, it has offered two complementary trading models – the specialist model “Börse München”
and “gettex”, the stock exchange centre for the market maker model. The public structure
guarantees neutrality, which is vital for maintaining the interests of market participants, investors
and issuers. The Munich Stock Exchange offers more than 19,500 securities (shares, bonds, ETPs
and funds) and on gettex there is a total of over 115,000 securities.
More than 4,000 credit institutes and issuers in German-speaking countries have access to the
primary and secondary markets in Munich. Since 2005, the Munich Stock Exchange has operated
m:access, upholding a very successful quality segment for the Mittelstand.
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